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 By HUGH M. GLOSTER

 Hiroshima in Retrospect

 T WAS clear and sunny at 8:15 o'clock on the morning of August 6,
 1945, when the "Enola Gay," an American B-29 carrying the first

 atomic bomb ever used in international warfare, reached the important
 industrial and military target of Hiroshima. As soon as the superfortress
 was over the center of the well-known City of the Seven Rivers, it
 dropped a parachute which slowly bore the deadly weapon toward the
 business district of the metropolis below. Seconds thereafter the descend-
 ing bomb exploded, instantly converting the city of more than 300,000
 inhabitants into an atomic furnace in which approximately 80,000 peo-
 ple were instantly killed and at least 160,000 more were injured by
 blast, fire, or radiation. Three days later another A-bomb detonated
 over Nagasaki, but it was the Hiroshima missile that first forced Japan
 to her knees and showed her the folly of continuing a hopeless war.

 As the "Enola Gay" winged her way back to her base on Tinian Island
 in the Marianas, her crew of nine men and the accompanying team of
 three scientific observers knew that their terrible weapon might com-
 pel Japan to surrender, but they hardly realized the extent of the
 havoc which the awesome blast had wrought. Looking backward in
 their return flight, they could see the shock waves reaching toward the
 plane itself, a huge mushroom cloud billowing upward in the sky, and
 swirling dust and smoke enveloping the city in dense darkness below;
 but, handicapped by poor visibility and increasing distance, they could
 not conceive the annihilative effects of the explosion and the conflagra-
 tion which followed. The only ones who fully understand the effects
 of the bombing are the people who were in Hiroshima on that fateful
 morning ten years ago. Those who have the next best comprehension of
 the holocaust are possibly individuals like myself - persons who have
 had the opportunity to live in Hiroshima and to see and talk with the
 survivors of the first atomic attack.

 I first reached Hiroshima with my wife and two small daughters,
 Alice and Evelyn, on an express train on the afternoon of September
 21, 1953. Since I was the first Fulbright professor assigned to Hiroshima
 University, there was considerable interest in our coming. In keeping
 with the Japanese custom, we were warmly welcomed by a group in-
 cluding reporters of the local press and representatives of the Adminis-
 tration, Faculty, and Student Body of Hiroshima University. During the
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 days that immediately followed our arrival, we were the guests of
 honor at a series of welcome affairs given by the President, the Ad-
 ministration, the Faculty of Literature, the Department of English, and
 graduate students of Hiroshima University.

 The first Japanese to discuss the A-bomb in my presence was Kanae
 Watanabe, then Dean of the Faculty of Literature of Hiroshima Uni-
 versity and now Dean of Hiroshima Women's College. In officially wel-
 coming me during a dinner given in my honor by the Administration of
 Hiroshima University, Dean Watanabe bemoaned the lethality of the
 A-bomb, questioned its use as an instrument of international warfare,
 voiced a yearning for world peace, and expressed the hope that I would
 give and receive friendliness and goodwill in Hiroshima. Some Western-
 ers refer to Japanese faces as Oriental masks which conceal all emotion,
 but in Dean Watanabe's countenance as well as in his translated words

 (his interpreter was Shisei Iino, who was a guest professor at New Haven
 State Teachers College in Connecticut during the academic year 1955-
 1956) I could detect lingering pain and regret because of the A-bombing
 of his beloved city eight years earlier.

 On the following Sunday, during a city tour planned by several stu-
 dents of the university, my family and I first came face to face with the
 terrible realities of atomic disaster. After guiding us through the Hon-
 dori, the busy shopping center of reconstructed Hiroshima, the students
 led us toward the towering skeleton of a shattered steel and concrete
 structure which was once the proud Industrial Exhibition Hall of Hiro-
 shima. Pointing to the carcass of this dome-capped building, which is now
 the world's best-known symbol of nuclear destruction, one of the stu-
 dents said, "That is the only building left standing near the center of
 the explosion." When we reached the grounds of the pulverized hall, we
 noticed a fence sign saying, "All earthly things are transient"; and on
 the property itself we read a plaque announcing that "of the thousands
 of buildings that met the same fate, this alone is now preserved to sym-
 bolize our wish that there may be No More Hiroshimas."

 While walking around the fallen structure, we saw Japanese and
 foreigners exploring the ruins and taking pictures. Observing a party
 of American soldiers and their Japanese girl friends merrily photograph-
 ing each other, one of the students got his camera in position and po-
 litely asked me, "Sensei," (this word means "teacher" and is the re-
 spectful way of addressing a teacher in Japan) "would you like to
 have your picture made at this place?" "No, thank you," I replied, feeling
 that it might be mutually embarrassing both for my Japanese student
 and myself if he should take my picture at this particular spot.

 As we continued our tour of the ruins of the Industrial Exhibition

 Hall, we noted how the explosion center had been determined by the
 position of the burns made by the blast on various surfaces and how the
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 fierce heat had scorched stone and melted steel and glass objects. But
 the most unforgettable example of atomic disfigurement that we saw
 was the totally seared back of Kiyoshi Kikkawa, better known in Hiro-
 shima as "A-Bomb Victim No. 1." Mr. Kikkawa, who operates an A-
 bomb souvenir shop near the remains of the Industrial Exhibition Hall
 and proudly displays his picture on a much-handled page from an old
 issue of Life, privately bares his badly burned back to interested visitors.
 The keloid overgrowth on his body was the first and also the worst
 atomic skin burn which I saw during my two years in Japan.

 After leaving Mr. Kikkawa's establishment, we stopped nearby at a
 humble museum where paintings of A-bombed Hiroshima are displayed.
 Some of these works present panoramic views of the catastrophe, while
 others depict the plight of one or more victims. Even when these works
 lack technical skill, they usually succeed in revealing the suffering and
 destruction caused by the atomic flash and the subsequent inferno.

 As we completed our tour of the grounds of the former Industrial
 Exhibition Hall, the students attempted to describe the destructive ef-
 fects of the bomb. They told how the heart of the city was changed in
 a split second into an atomic desert where it was first believed that
 plants would never grow again. They mentioned the few steel and con-
 crete buildings that luckily withstood the blast and subsequently tow-
 ered like ghostly sentinels in a devastated area where fires burned for a
 week after the attack. They also related how thousands of men, women,
 and children were injured or killed by blast pressure, falling buildings,
 flying objects, and treacherous radiation. During the rest of my stay in
 Japan I heard numerous other stories of atomic tragedy described in
 greater detail and based on personal experience. In conversations, meet-
 ings, autobiographical student themes, and publications I learned that
 A-bombed Hiroshima was a living hell, terrible beyond the power of
 words to describe.

 As a result of a war which was bitterly contested, the A-bombs which
 were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the H-bomb which showered
 radioactive particles upon Japanese fishermen in the Bikini area and re-
 portedly caused the death of Aikichi Kuboyama, and the Communist
 propaganda which has been vigorously disseminated since the armistice,
 there are undoubtedly anti-American sentiments in Hiroshima today.
 As a United States citizen who lived in Hiroshima for two years, how-
 ever, I did not experience personal insults or attempted violence be-
 cause of my country's use of atomic weapons in World War II. On sev-
 eral occasions I thought that I detected hatred and hostility in the stares
 of strangers, but of the accuracy of these suspicions I could not be sure.
 Of course, now and then some of my acquaintances discussed the injury
 and death of loved ones and also the loss of property in the disaster;
 but in this connection these individuals - possibly out of consideration
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 for me - never expressed anti-American attitudes in my presence. On
 one occasion a gentleman acquaintance, while talking about the use of
 the A-bomb and the outcome of the war, fatalistically declared, "Shi-kata
 ga nai." ("It can't be helped.") Then he went on to say that the United
 States was lucky to develop the A-bomb first and that Japan would
 doubtless have authorized the dropping of nuclear explosives on Ameri-
 can cities if she had had the opportunity to do so. He further stated
 that the A-bomb, as destructive as it was, at least brought an earlier
 end to Japan's hopeless war and thus saved countless lives on both sides.
 As for myself, I never went out of the way to introduce or promote a
 discussion of the use of the A-bomb or the blame for the war. I tried to

 concentrate on the present, when Japan and the United States are
 friends, and on the future, when I hope they will remain friends.

 Demonstrating the marvelous recuperative capacity of man, Hiro-
 shima today, ten years after the A-bomb, is a well-planned modern city
 rebuilt on a wasteland of burned and blasted rubble. Showing fewer ob-
 vious ravages of war than London or Berlin because fragile Japanese
 homes may be quickly erected, the city is a veritable beehive of build-
 ing activity. Everywhere streets are being paved, and buildings are be-
 ing constructed.

 On Hiroshima's main thoroughfare, a busy street which has recently
 been widened and repaved, stand new business establishements of which
 any modern city would be proud. Typical of these is the beautiful and
 well-equipped Hiroshima Branch of the Bank of Tokyo. Managed by
 the efficient and affable Yoshikata Shiraishi, this bank has all the latest
 accommodations, including a private lounge and cafeteria for employees.
 In the basement of the bank building is the modernistic Hiroshima Grill,
 the best restaurant in town; while upstairs are the local offices of The
 Mainichi, one of Japan's most influential newspapers. About two miles
 from the business district is the rapidly expanding modern plant of Hiro-
 shima University, where spacious fire-proof buildings have recently
 been completed for the Faculty of Education and the Faculty of Litera-
 ture. Still farther from the business district, but in another direction
 and on a mountain overlooking the city, stands Hiroshima Women's
 College, a first-class Protestant missionary school for girls.

 The most impressive building project in all Hiroshima, however, is
 the ultra-modernistic Peace Memorial Park, which is approached via the
 Peace Bridge and is being developed around Peace Memorial Hall and
 the Peace Monument. The most recent addition to this park is the New
 Hiroshima Hotel, a luxurious Western-style establishment which was
 formally opened to the public last year and already has attracted
 scores of foreign guests. For Japanese citizens, however, the most im-
 portant place in Peace Memorial Park is the Peace Monument. With a
 top shaped like a covered wagon of American pioneer days, this monu-
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 ment enshrines a stone casket containing a roll of the A-bomb victims
 and bearing the following inscription: "Spirits, be in peace. The errors
 shall never be repeated." Each year at 8:15 on the morning of August
 6, thousands of Japanese congregate at this cenotaph to weep and pray
 for the victims of the A-bomb and to hear a peace proclamation by the
 mayor of the city. During such solemn memorial rites six years ago,
 Hiroshima was declared "the Peace Capital of the World."

 The demand for peace has been strong and insistent in Hiroshima be-
 cause the people of the city have had first-hand experience with the
 destructiveness and deadliness of modern nuclear weapons. Many citi-
 zens feel that Hiroshima became a sacrificial victim in order to dem-
 onstrate the terrors of modern atomic warfare and to lead the nations

 of the earth to permanent peace. Everywhere one sees the municipal
 motto, "No More Hiroshimas," and hears references to "Hiroshima, Peace
 Capital of the World." Among the best known and most effective spokes-
 men in the world today are Shinzo Hamai, ex-Mayor of Hiroshima; Tat-
 suo Morito, President of Hiroshima University and a prominent figure
 in UNESCO; Hamako Hirose, President of Hiroshima Women's College;
 and Kiyoshi Tanimoto, local Methodist minister and hero of John Her-
 sey's Hiroshima. The word "peace" also appears in the names of many
 commercial products; and lone of the more popular cigarettes in the city
 - and elsewhere in Japan - is the "Peace" brand, an unsavory to-
 bacco which has not enjoyed popularity among Western smokers.

 Impressed by the persistent and vigorous advocacy of world peace by
 the officials and people of Hiroshima, by the relatively short time in
 which the citizens have reconstructed a thriving modern urban com-
 munity on an atomic wasteland, and by the physical and material needs
 of the still-suffering survivors of the A-bomb, people of other nations
 have contributed generously toward programs of rehabilitation and re-
 building in Hiroshima.

 Undoubtedly the most elaborate and the most costly foreign-financed
 welfare enterprise in the city is the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission,
 which was established in 1949 "to study the long-range biological and
 medical effects of radiation in both Hiroshima and Nagasaki." Construct-
 ed by the United States at a cost of more than one million dollars on
 Hijiyama Hill, a former Imperial Army cemetery site leased from Japan,
 and directed by a staff of more than 750 persons, including fifty foreign
 nationals and seven hundred Japanese, this enterprise is a joint under-
 taking of the ABCC (a field research agency which came into being as
 a result of a contract entered into by the National Academy of Sciences
 of the National Research Council, Washington, D. C., and the U. S. Atom-
 ic Energy Commission) and the National Institute of Health of the Wel-
 fare Ministry of Japan. Primarily concerned with the effects of atomic
 radiation on exposed individuals, ABCC specialists examine about nine
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 hundred patients a month, keep complete clinical records concerning all
 persons examined, and make full diagnostic reports and recommenda-
 tions available both to the patients and to their Japanese physicians
 who have charge of actual treatment. In addition, ABCC researchers
 conduct exhaustive studies of the effects of atomic radiation, with par-
 ticular attention to the illnesses which it causes and to its influence on

 heredity and the health of children. Cooperating in the program, many
 Japanese physicians send specimens from surgical operations to the
 ABCC, arrange for ABCC staff members to attend post-mortem exam-
 inations in the area, and hold frequent conferences and meetings with
 ABCC professional workers. In the near future the ABCC plans to pub-
 lish the results of its medical examinations for the guidance of special-
 ists in the fields of health and medicine not only in Japan but in other
 countries as well. Despite the complaint that the "ABCC is using atom-
 ic bomb victims as guinea pigs," ABCC findings and reports will be of
 inestimable value not only for the treatment of survivors of nuclear at-
 tacks but also for the protection of workers who handle radioactive ma-
 terials in peacetime industries.

 Because of agency policy resulting from the contention of Japanese
 doctors that free treatment of A-bomb patients by ABCC scientists
 would seriously reduce their private medical practices, ABCC physi-
 cians diagnose but do not treat atomic illnesses. However, through ar-
 rangements initiated by Norman Cousins, editor of The Saturday Re-
 view, twenty-five Hiroshima girls, protegees of the Reverned Tanimo-
 to, arrived last year at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York, after a 6700-
 mile flight in an Air Force plane, for plastic surgery designed to remove
 scars made on their faces by the atomic bomb eleven years ago. These
 girls, ranging in age from seventeen to thirty-one, underwent the opera-
 tions for the removal of facial disfigurements which have been impedi-
 ments to marriage and happiness.

 With the cooperation of the Reverend Tanimoto, Mr. Cousins also
 launched in 1953 a widely publicized moral adoption program for atomic
 bomb orphans. This program, which calls for the monthly payment of a
 small sum by a moral parent for the support of an A-bomb orphan, not
 only has afforded much-needed financial assistance but also has given
 the bereaved young people a better attitude toward the United States.
 Tortured by memories of their parents' deaths and sometimes afflicted
 by ugly scars or painful injuries, certain orphans occasionally developed
 strong anti-American feelings. According to Yoshimori Mori, director of
 the Ninoshima Orphanage, a typical youngster once reflected thus:
 "America snatched away my parents. America threw me into this mis-
 erable situation." As a result of the moral adoption program, however,
 many children have reportedly developed new attitudes. "The warm
 and affectionate letters and the kind material presents have made them
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 change their thoughts," said Mr. Mori. "Since this project started they
 have come to think that Americans are kind people."

 Another benefactor of orphans and other Hiroshima residents is Abol
 F. Fotouhi, the enterprising Iranian-born director of the local American
 Cultural Center. Entitled by his governmental position to live in an
 American housing project at nearby Nijimura and to enroll his child
 Farida in the dependents' school there, Mr. Fotouhi has chosen instead
 to live in the city ,of his employment and to send his child to Hiroshima
 University's Attached Elementary School, where she was the only Amer-
 ican pupil until my two daughters enrolled there. Every year on Christ-
 mas Day Mr. Fotouhi - aided by his staff, his charming and talented
 wife, the ABCC staff, and the local American missionaries - stages a
 big Yuletide party for the orphans of Hiroshima and the few American
 children in the city. Enthusiastically planned and executed, this party
 is a gay affair with an abundance of food, presents, and entertainment.
 Mr. Fotouhi's favorite activity, however, is helping Japanese teachers
 and students to further their education in American universities; and
 last year he spent most of his three-month leave in the United States
 visiting schools in quest of all-expense fellowships for worthy recipients
 in Hiroshima.

 Since 1945 contributors in the United States and other countries have

 sent thousands of dollars and quantities of food and relief goods to
 Hiroshima. No gift is more impressive, however, than the World Church
 for Peace, a stately concrete cathedral which is the tallest structure in
 the city. Consecrated in the presence of high-ranking religious and gov-
 ernmental representatives on the ninth anniversary of the atomic bomb-
 ing of Hiroshima, this edifice is the product of the cooperative efforts
 of people of many lands. From all parts of Japan workmen flocked to
 donate their labor. Citizens of many countries sent money, including a
 gift of almost $100,000 from an American philanthropist. Belgium gave
 the stately marble altar. War-torn Germany - the native land of Fa-
 ther Hugo Lassalle, who first dreamed of a great peace cathedral replac-
 ing his small wooden church on the site - presented many precious
 gifts: Cologne donated the pipe organ; Bonn, the main tabernacle;
 Aachen, the baptismal font; Fulda, an ostensory; and Muenster, the
 stations of the cross, an artistic work by Wilhelm Tophinke bearing the
 following inscription: "We pray God that the peoples of the earth will
 hear the message of the cross and find peace."

 On a spring day, just before saying farewell to my friends at Hiro-
 shima Station prior to beginning the long return trip to America, I
 stood on the roof of Fukuya Department Store in the heart of the busi-
 ness district, taking a long last view of the city where I had spent two
 of the best and happiest years of my life. Looking in one direction, I saw
 the gutted Industrial Exhibition Hall, a ghastly reminder of that day of
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 doom eleven years ago as well as a persuasive warning of the dangers
 of international warfare at a time when the latest nuclear weapons pack
 much more destructive power than the atomic bombs which leveled
 Hiroshima and Nagasaki - possibly even enough power to annihilate
 mankind everywhere. Turning and gazing in another direction, I saw the
 World Church for Peace where, during dedication ceremonies two years
 ago, three American nuns began "a never-ending prayer for world
 peace" and representatives of many faiths and nations unitedly sup-
 plicated for a ban on nuclear weapons in international conflict. As I
 looked at the shattered Industrial Exhibition Hall and the majestic new
 cathedral, it seemed to me that these two structures clearly symbolize
 the choices now available to the nations of the world in this atomic age:
 hate or love, destruction or progress, war or peace, Mars or Christ.

 By JEAN MUSSER WILSON

 While God Is Not Looking

 Evening comes on crystal feet
 Trailing lavender and a skyful
 Of farflung birds.

 Enters the catafalque
 Sedately like a princess
 Finding us worthy,
 Fingers our gloom
 Acutely, tenderly.

 Sheds a crystal tear
 Over our pain,
 And disappears.
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